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‘Whatever it costs’ approach ‘was a risk that paid off’

vaccines were available.” At the same time, its
universal childcare provision, which reopened
for business fairly early in the pandemic, as did
schools, helped to free parents to return to work,
Dr Krugman said.
His view echoes that of French Finance Minister
Bruno Le Maire, who told MPs in December that
the country had the best economic figures in the
eurozone, adding: “We got back to pre-crisis levels of activity three months earlier than expected.”
GDP had returned to 2019 levels by the end of
last year, according to state statistics body Insee.
Xavier Jaravel, an associate professor at the
London School of Economics, agreed that the
economic situation looked good for France.
“The response to the crisis was strong enough
to prevent GDP from falling and not going back
up,” he said. He agreed that a key part of this was
President Macron’s decision to help firms keep
employees who were temporarily laid off.
“It was the right move, even though ‘partial
unemployment’ payments cost €35billion during lockdowns”, he said.
France says its Covid support measures cost
€240billion by the end of last summer. President
Macron’s measures contributed to taking French
debt 20% higher, to 116% of GDP. Prof Jaravel
è Turn to Page 2
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by George Kazolias
FRANCE has been acclaimed as the global star of
the Covid pandemic by a Nobel-winning economist for its unique strategy to weather the crisis.
Princeton emeritus professor of economics
and international affairs Paul Krugman paid
particular praise to France’s efforts to keep
people in employment and to provide childcare.
His comments were supported by French and
British economists who told The Connexion that
France made the right choices to keep its economy
strong through the challenges of Covid-19.
Dr Krugman, in The New York Times, hailed
France as arguably doing better than any other
advanced economy in limiting the economic
damage caused by Covid.
The country had particularly done “astonishingly well” in keeping the percentage of people
of prime age (25-54) in employment, he said.
It had not only avoided the “huge plunge [in
employment]” that was seen in the US – though
it has since partly recovered – but had overtaken
pre-pandemic levels.
The key had been subsidies to businesses to
keep furloughed workers on the payroll, he said.
“It kept workers connected to their employers
and made it easier to bring them back once
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